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[INTRO MUSIC] 
 
This is the Grow My Clinic Podcast by Clinic Mastery where we help you deliver               
amazing client experiences to grow your clinic 
 
 
JACK: We're your hosts today, Jack O'Brien, in the saddle in front of the microphone               
with me is Mr. Ben Lynch from clinic mastery. How are you Ben? 
 
BEN: I'm doing super well Jack, because today on the podcast we're talking about how               
to use seven-minute team meetings to engage and align your team. It's a personal              
favorite of mine, so let's get stuck in. 
 
JACK: Great, I'm excited. I love seven-minute meetings. Just give us a quick overview I               
mean that name is fairly self-explanatory, but what is a seven-minute meeting? 
 
BEN: Imagine you're a part of a sports team, let's use football as an example because I                 
know it's worldly, is that before you'd go out to play the game, before you start the                 
game, the team is gonna come together under the guidance of the coach or the captain                
and they're gonna just reinforce the messages of the day or the game plan, all get on                 
the same page and then go out together as a united front. Essentially, if we consider                
business like a sport, then that's what we're doing every single day where we can, we're                
gonna get together in a seven-minute team meeting, a huddle, and come to our              
workplace and present as united front. That's what we're doing.  
 
JACK: Great. I love it, and I know there's plenty of authors and speakers out there who                 
have spoken to their iteration of their example of the seven-minute meeting, or the daily               
huddle, weekly huddle, whatever it might be. In this podcast episode we're going to dig               
into the four reasons why you should use daily huddles. We really want to know what it                 
is behind the why, and for those who might be driving you might be pounding the                
pavement or on the treadmill, unable to take notes you can head over to the website for                 
this episode and grab the show notes, that is at www.clinicmastery.com/episode, sorry..            



/podcast003.. /podcast003. So Ben, let's dive straight in, what's.. What are the reasons             
why someone should implement daily huddles, seven-minute meetings in their clinic? 
 
BEN: As you said Jack we've got four main reasons, that we go to number one is that                  
we create focus, number two is that we connect the team, number three is that we can                 
celebrate wins, we all know how hard business can be so celebrating wins is cool, and                
then number four Is ultimately we align the team. So we'll start with number one,               
Creating focus.  
 
JACK: Yeah I want to only just push back on that a little bit I think and surely on the                    
business I know, I run a health clinic, I'm a physiotherapy and massage therapy clinic.               
I've really explained it to my team what our daily focus is, we've got, you know, the                 
proverbial vision-mission values up on the wall. Why do I need a daily huddle to create                
focus my team?  
 
BEN: Great question, I find that if we're considering ourselves as high performers, we              
want the best. If you're in business, you didn't set out to be mediocre, did you? You..                 
you want the best for your team, for your patients, and so anything that we can do any                  
habit any ritual that we can do to constantly reinforce what we're setting out to do, the                 
vision, the mission, and to connect our team on that on a daily basis, well, it's going to                  
be all power to us in that we are actually gonna show up, our great mentor said like,                  
“you can choose how you show up each day and you don't want to leave that to chance,                  
people bringing in their baggage from their personal life or whatever's happened on the              
commute into work, you want to make sure that like the etch-a-sketch yeah you just got                
to give it that..” 
 
JACK: You're spot-on absolutely, I think, yeah, you're right, people encounter stuff at             
home, there's.. there's things happening on the commute. So to be able to create one               
focus for your team is really important, as the business owner sometimes we.. we feel               
like we're banging on like a drum on this all the time, but the truth is Ben we know that                    
when you feel like you're getting sick of saying something, it's only just starting to sink in                 
for your team. So, it's really important that we continually create focus. Number two,              
connect the team. Why is it important that our team are even connected? The truth is                
that health professionals, practitioners spend most of their time client-facing. They're           
serving clients; they might be stuck in a room cubicle. So, why do we need a connected                 
team? 
 
BEN: Absolutely the.. the team they are the ones on the front line like you said Jack,                  
absolutely delivering the service and if they're not in the best state clients pick up on                



that. You know what it's like you can tell when your friend, your loved one isn't quite                 
there. They're distracted, they're not in the right mood and that puts you off. So, you got                 
to make sure that the team are connected with one another - that help the               
communication and that client nurturing which we speak so much about Jack. 
 
JACK: Yeah, love it, and it also means a quick opportunity for brainstorming. If there's               
any challenges or problems of the day they can be.. they can be addressed or brought                
up when you've got this regular flow of meetings, it's really easy to brainstorm and               
address problems and bring solutions rather than just waiting for fires to escalate into              
bush fires. Number three, reason why we need regular seven-minute meetings to            
celebrate wins, why would we celebrate wins when we have a Christmas party once a               
year then? 
 
BEN: (laughs) I know that's tongue-in-cheek Jack it's.. it's so true though, like being in               
business is a hard game. Once someone once said “you know you're a gladiator, you               
go each week and there are things always happening.” I think when you actually              
purposely design the culture for people to recognize all the good that's happening,             
because you know how much happens in a day. If you can just reflect on, “hey my                 
teammate my colleague went out of the way for Mrs. Jones, they booked the taxi for her                 
after her appointment” or you know “John covered me when I needed to leave early.”               
Like little things like that just acknowledge, celebrate the wins, recognize the people in              
your team. It plays so much to the fulfilment you get out of a role versus maybe just that                   
black and white progression in your role, so I think that fulfilment, that connection again               
of celebrating the wins is just so valuable. 
 
JACK: Yeah absolutely, Ben I think celebrating.. if we were talking about culture and I               
know so many clinic owners are frustrated by the negative culture in their clinic, and               
they're so busy most of harassing on their team like parents chastising toddlers.             
(laughs) Which is a terrible environment to wake up and go to work to every day, but if                  
we're talking about creating culture, celebrating wins and highlighting team members           
who are living out the values of your clinic is the best way to reinforce positive culture.                 
Tristan wants to talks about it in his book and we've found that our Clinic Mastery                
Business Academy members, who have defined their way and their values for their             
clinic and regularly celebrate that with their team, have incredible places to work in their               
team get to thrive. So celebrating wins is important, you're right I wasn't hanging              
cheated playing a little bit of devil's advocate on this side of the microphone. Then point                
number four, reason why we should do seven-minute meetings to align our team. Can              
you speak into that? 
 



BEN: Yeah you touched on a few moments ago there Jack, but this is where we get the                  
opportunity just to make sure that we're on the same page. If you have a daily spread of                  
your clients that are coming in for the day on a sheet, or you just know that there are                   
things to follow up about a client's journey for instance getting in contact with particular               
referrers, or whether there are business partnerships you need to follow up, certain             
clients have had problems they may have called overnight. This is just where we can               
quickly address and get on the same page, so perhaps the reception, the admin are               
passing on messages through the practitioners and vice versa as well, so that we know               
hey guys here's what's on the cards for today. Let's make sure we all are prepared for it,                  
or for instance it may be you know Mrs. Smith's birthdays today. Make sure we all say                 
happy birthday when she comes in and make her feel great. So, it's just about what's on                 
the cards for today make sure we're all on the same page and then we can all                 
absolutely be at our best and on top of what needs to happen. 
JACK: I love that team alignment is such an important element of a thriving clinic, when                
your team is aligned and delivering consistent experiences, your clients will be raving             
and we found that with our Clinic Mastery Business Academy members, the alignment             
days that they host that we help them implement our trans-formative for their team their               
business and them personally - alignment cannot be understated. There you go, that is              
the top four reasons for implementing seven minute meetings why you need to do it with                
your team starting ASAP. In other episodes across our podcast the grow marketing             
podcast we're talking about how to do that, the tools that you might need behind it, and                 
how to overcome challenges to make sure you're meeting regularly with your team. We              
trust that's been helpful, if you're after the show notes you can head to              
www.clinicmastery.com/podcast003 for all of the show notes. We really appreciate your           
honest reviews and ratings in iTunes Stitcher or your chosen podcast player. So please              
jump in give us an honest review and a 5-star rating, if you think we deserve it, and we                   
make sure we check each one of those. We love it when they come rolling in thick and                  
fast as they do, and for those who are serious about taking their clinic to the next level,                  
you can head to the.. the website for the show notes,           
www.clinicmastery.com/pobdcast003 and sign up for the free Grow My Clinic online           
course. As a bunch of modules in there that will absolutely help you take your clinic to                 
the next level, delivering amazing experiences and leading your team. Thank you for             
tuning in for this episode. Ben that was fantastic, what do you think?  
 
BEN: Absolutely make sure you use this. This is something to absolutely change the              
culture. It's a small, it's a one-percent that we might call it that can really be a catalyst                  
for massive change and allow you to implement all the changes you want, because              
you've got a really connected and aligned team so go ahead and use it. 
 



JACK: That's it from us at the Clinic Mastery team. Thanks for joining us on the Grow                 
My Clinic podcast. We will see you on the next episode. 
  
This is the Grow My Clinic Podcast by Clinic Mastery where we help you deliver               
amazing client experiences to grow your clinic 
 


